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Introduction
My name is Michael Gravitz. I am the Oceans Advocate for Environment America and
have worked extensively on the issue of offshore drilling for the past five years.
Environment America is a federation of 29 state based organizations with more than 100
staff and 1 million members, activists, and allies working together for a cleaner, greener,
healthier future.

I wantto discuss two things this afternoon:

How risky offshore drilling really is and the degree to which the work of this
Commission, the BOEM, Congress and other bodies can hope to make it safer.
And whether, with this level of improvement, expanded drilling off other coasts
makes sense.

¯ What’s at stake economically if future accidents of BP scale should occur in the
Gulf or along other coasts.

Risk of Catastrophic Spills: Not Trivial
Approximately 4,500 deepwater wells have been drilled in the Gulf to date. Therefore, on
its face the BP spill is a 1 in 4,500 event. That’s a very far cry from the one in a million
event or black swan event that’s been described in the popular press. In fact it’s 200
times more likely than one in one million.

In the four years 2006-2009, MMS recorded 21 loss of well control incidents, or 5 per
year. Loss of well control is what led to the blowout which preceded the Deepwater
Horizon explosion on April 20th. Now, luckily most well control events are resolved
without a spill or spill of sizable proportion. But they are NOT infrequent.

To give you some perspective, I’ll use an analogy that the oil companies are fond of to
call into question the wisdom of the temporary deepwater moratorium. If oil spills were
equivalent to commercial plane crashes, then we would see approximately seven plane
crashes per day since there are approximately 35,000 commercial flights in the US every
day.

Given all that, how big an improvement in the odds of an offshore drilling catastrophe
can we expect from the combined efforts of all the entities working on oil spill reform?
Can we get an order of magnitude improvement, making drilling 10 times safer? Is that
achievable? I don’t know, but if we did that there would still be one BP spill per 45,000
wells drilled. If so, to use the airplane analogy, we’d have 1 plane crash about every day
and a quarter.

Scale of Economic Damage from Spills: Huge
In addition to damaging the environment and the GulFs wildlife, we now know large
spills can also be job and business killers. The largest economic impacts of the BP oil
spill are on jobs and businesses connected to coastal tourism and commercial and
recreational fishing, not on deepwater rig workers and support businesses.



You have all read newspaper articles about hotels, restaurants and tourism related
employers losing substantial business in the Gulf. You’ve read about the tens of
thousands of fishermen Who couldn’t fish because of the extensive oil slicks and fishing
area closures. You’ve read about seafood businesses as far away as Maryland being
affected by the decline in Gulf catches. Each business and person has a unique story, but
what does it total up to?

Using government data from NOAA for coastal counties only in the Gulf, the
conservative value of tourism and fishing is about $39 billion dollars per year. This
excludes, impacts on the value of real estate and many indirect economic effects.

When a reputable economics consulting firm called Oxford Economics looked at the
question of how much damage to the tourism industry would be done by the BP spill,
using the economic impacts from other spills and adverse weather events, they calculated
that the Gulf would suffer from $7.6 billion to $22.6 billion in damage to tourism
business over a one to three year period. Gulf-wide they calculated the loss to be 12-25%
of annual revenues. 1

To make this real, let me point out that before it closed its effort BP had awarded close to
$400 million in economic claims to affected parties. Since it opened just several weeks
ago, Mr. Feinberg’s Gulf Coast Claims Facility has gotten over 75,000 claims and paid
out almost $480 million to affected businesses and individuals.2 So almost $1 billion has
already been awarded in emergency payments -often just cents on the dollar of claims--
and we haven’t moved to the ’final claims’ stage yet.

What could we expect ifa BP sized spill occurred in other areas of our coasts? If we
apply the same ratio of damage in coastal tourism from the Gulf to other regions of the
country, some of which are regions where the President contemplated drilling in March
2010 before the spill, the potential for annual damage of a BP sized spill on coastal
tourism could amount to as much as:

$14 billion for the New England states (ME to N J)
$3 billion of the Mid-Atlantic states (DE to NC)
$5 billion for the South Atlantic states (SC to east FL)
$16 billion for the Pacific (CA to WA)

Clearly, there would be a huge economic impact if a BP sized spill occurred off.other
coasts of the U.S. where expanded offshore drilling has been contemplat.ed.

http://www.ustravel.org/sites/default/files/pa~e/2009,’l l/Gulf Oil Spill_Analysis Oxford_Economics_710
.~dt; pg 21
2 http://www.gulfcoastclairnsfacility.com/GCCF_Overall_Status_Report_09-25-2010.pdf
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Conclusion
In addition to trying to make offshore drilling safer, I believe it is also incumbent on this
Commission to advise the President about whether it will ever be safe enough to spread
this practice to other coasts around the U.S. I submit it will not be safe enough even with
improvement given the odds of an oil spill like BP’s and the potential for economic, let
alone environmental damage.

Can you really look at a fishermen, restaurateur, or hotel owner in the eye and say that
you and BOEMRE and the Congress are going to make drilling safe enough to drill off
his coast in a place where drilling has not been done before?

Contact:
Michael Gravitz, Oceans Advocate
Environment America
202-683-1250 work
301-351-5052 cell
mike~,(~environmentam erica.or~,
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My name is Michele Roberts. I am the Campaign & Policy Coordinator in the

Washington, D.C. office of Advocates for Environmental Human Rights, a public

interest law firm dedicated to upholding the human right that we all have to live in a

healthy environment. AEHR is headquartered in New Orleans, Louisiana.

On August 26th, AEHR hosted a meeting in New Orleans that brought together the legal

counsel of this Commission and environmental justice advocates in the Gulf Region.

At this meeting, AEHR recommended vigorous enforcement of section 2704 (c) of the

Oil Pollution Act in order to ensure full recovery from the BP oil drilling disaster and to

prevent further damage.
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In enacting the Oil Pollution Act, Congress made it very clear that it did not want to

reward a bad actor with a liability cap. Section 2704 (c) provides 5 exceptions - any

one of which removes the statutory limitation on the liability of a party responsible for

an oil incident or disaster. One of these exceptions involves the violation of an

applicable Federal safety, construction, or operating regulation by a responsible party.

It is clear from the Congressional testimony of people who survived the BP oil rig

explosion that BP meets this exception, and likely others. For example, federal

regulations require periodic inspections of blow-out preventer devices, but inspection of

the blow-out preventer on the Deepwater Horizon fig was years past due. However, no

federal regulatory agency has issued an administrative enforcement order against BP for

violating this or any other federal regulation. The people of the Gulf Coast deserve a

determination fight now by the government that BP is indeed liable for all of the

damages caused by its massive disaster.

Section 2704 (c) of the Oil Pollution Act also provides authority to federal regulatory

agencies like EPA and OSHA to establish precautionary measures in the removal of oil

from the Gulf of Mexico and coastal areas. But, instead of exercising this authority, the

agencies have acquiesced to BP’s refusal of their initial requests for reducing the use of

toxic oil dispersants and providing protective gear to people involved in the oil removal



work. This authority must be exercised to protect the health of people involved in the

oil clean up and containment work as well as the environment.

We urge this Commission to call for the issuance of a federal agency administrative

enforcement order against BP which would establish the full liability of this company

for all of its damage to the Gulf Region, and call on EPA and OSHA to ensure safety

precautions in the oil removal work that are protective of people and the environment.
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The MTC is very proud of the work we’ve accomplished with the United

States Coast Guard by supporting and commenting to the Gulf Coast Spill of

National Significance Temporary Rule Making by asking for a G2G Consultation

to recommend means of improvement to oil spill planning. (Please reference

MTC letter). Through our continued oil pollution prevention and response work

with the Coast Guard the MTC understands there is no more qualified entity at

either the federal, state, local or industry level to coordinate and respond to a

spill of such magnitude as the Gulf Coast spill than the United States Coast

Guard.

The MTC has experienced over 3 million gallons of oil spilled in our treaty

protected area in the ocean and marine waters of the Pacific Northwest. This

prompted the MTC to create the tribal Office of Marine Affairs to assist the MTC

to create effective ocean and oil pollution policy with the federal, state and

local governments. Through the EPA State/Tribal Response Program funding

the MTC has put together an effective Spill Response Program with the Coast

Guard, EPA, Washington State Department of Ecology and Industry.

The MTC would like to offer our policy efforts to include tribal interests in

the oil pollution arena as a positive model of success for other state, local and

tribal governments to review. The MTC has a history of commenting on

numerous oil spill related Coast Guard Rule Makings from a Treaty Tribe

perspective, one of which, the Salvage and Firefighting Rule clarified

Washington State’s ability to station the Neah Bay Response Tug, which we are



very proud of our participation in. The MTC is a voting member of the Region :10

RRT.

Gulf Coast Oil Spill Lessons Learned:

1.) The MTC is working with CG District :13 and MSRC to put tol~ether a Tribal

Fishing Vessel Spill Response Program. This program will equip our tribal

fishing fleet with spill response equipment appropriate for the operating

environment and train our fishing fleet to Coast Guard certification as a

Vessel of Opportunity;

The MTC has been working with Navy Region Northwest on an Oil Spill

Workgroup to determine the need to deploy Navy SupSalv equipment at

the strategically located Port of Neah Bay to improve the service of oil

spill response assets for the outer coast of Washington State. This

workgroup has since been reconvened under the authority of the Region

:10 Response Team/Northwest Area Committee.

3.) The main lessoned learned from the Gulf Coast Spill should be: DRILL

BABY DRILL! Which translates to the IVlakah to mean: Drill and exercise

area equipment and personnel often and regularly in a manner that

requires all spill response authorities and assets to drill together. This

action we believe would ground truth the Area Response Plans in an

absolutely meaningful way and would determine the relative strengths

and weaknesses of each Area Plan.

The IVITC has an article in the Spring 20:10 edition of the CG Proceedings

magazine on CG Rule Making which provides a good summary of our Office of

Marine Affairs accomplishments in working with the Coast Guard.

The MTC would like to point out we were successful in working with Coast

Guard District 13 to develop a Tribal Liaison position at D 13 to assist in

institutionalize G2G relations with tribal governments in the Pacific Northwest.

The IVITC is coordinating our spill prevention and response work to

present to Jodi Gillette Executive Office Intergovernmental Relation Office for a



proposed meeting on improving participation in developing the National Ocean

Policy by enhancing Tribal Consultation.

Close by thanking Admiral Thad Allen and Coast Guard D13 for their work in the

Gulf Coast and for working so effectively with tribal governments in the Pacific

NW.
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Mr. John Long Jr: I come from Point Hope and the preserve there and I would like to let you guys know
that in Point Hope we still practice a subsistence way of life. Our ancestors have been living in Point

Hope for thousands and thousands of years. Point Hope is the longest existing village inhabited in
Alaska, probably all of the North Slope area originated in Point Hope.

So with that said we still hunt the Bow Head whales in a traditional way. With all man power, no

borders, we hunt the Bearded seal, the Bow Head whale we hunt. We share the catch that we catch.
One whale, will feed, at least all of North Slope area, the outlining villages down south, the people from

Anchorage and whoever comes into our village. Everyone is given a portion of that whale to eat. And
that whale that we catch, we have a feast for that and it is also taken for Thanksgiving, Christmas,

everything is used from that whale. The jaw head bones are used for markers for whaling captains for

when they pass away, the ribs we used for our grave yard site, as fence. We do hunt the Bearded seal,
fish, everything we hunt from the ocean, we don’t go chasing after them. Everything, all the animals
come to us, because our village is at the point of Alaska, which is why it is called Point Hope. All the

whales, sea animals that migrate from the south pass by our village, so we don’t have to go out and
chase them, they come to us. And that being said, also, coming back, they, the whales, on their way to

the North side of Canada, where Shell is going to do some drilling, on the Fall of 2007, at the same time,
that Shell was planning to drill at the arctic refuge 4,000 Bow Heads originated that day, raised their

calls. They ate around that area and they travel all around that vicinity where Shell was going to drill.
Sorry to say that, I would like you guys to [not] consider drilling anywhere in our ocean, because our
ocean is our garden. We live, our tradition, everything, originates around the ocean that passes by our

village.

And it does not only pertain to Point Hope, we have the villages from down south Gamble, we have the
villages from up north, Barrel [another town]. And you know the polar bears, the walrus, as we know, at

this time, the climate is changing up north, it is getting warmer than usual, and our winters seem to be
getting shorter, and the polar bears, walrus, we hunt, they are using our lands now for resting spots,

resting areas because the walrus back then had ......

Moderator: Sir, you are coming to the end of your time, we are going to have to ask you to wrap up, so

if you could wrap up ....

Mr. John Long Jr: I would like you guys to consider, you know, time-out please on your drilling, consider
my words I’ve said, I not only speak from myself, but I speak for my village, I speak for the North Slope, I

speak for everyone that hunts in the ocean. And I thank you very much for your time.
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Luci Bezich: Hello, I’m the executive director at the Gwitchin Steering Committee. The Gwichin Nation

has been in the interior of Alaska, Norwest Alaska, Northeast Alaska and Northwest Canada for over
20,000 years. At one time we were a nomadic people that followed the Porcupine caribou herd which

gave us everything we needed to survive, we are somewhat the care takers of the Porcupine caribou
herd. The resources of the arctic refuge, we still depend on today, we didn’t go away, we are still there

and are going to be there and. This is a photograph of the Porcupine caribou herd out on the ice flow
offofthe costal plane of the Alaska wildlife refuge. If you’ve ever been to Alaska, the insects are
veracious. They can take out a quart of blood from an adult caribou, so they get out on the ice flow and

that provides them insect relief. This is at a time of their calfing, and it is a time when they, they have
the longest migration of any flesh toed mammal in the world and in this area they have about 40,000-

50,000 caribou calls; it is really a remarkable thing, and something as Americans we need to be proud
about, but we are also a part of an ecosystem and we’ve been a part of the ecosystem. Even though it is

a terrestrial mammal, all of the ecosystems work together. And, the birds from all 50 states and 6
continents go there and we also utilize those birds as well.

We’re concerned about the impacts of the Exxon Valdez, I myself went down to the Gulf right after the
spill and my heart goes out to the people that really reminded me of the folks back home. They are

really salt of the earth type people that live offthe land; that is what they have known, that’s what
they’ve always known and want to pass it off to the future generations.

We’ve had gatherings, we had the first one in 100 years, in 1988, and that’s when we formed our, took
our position and last summer we had one on Porcupine River and 194 people formed the message that

this is a caribou antler, this is a salmon, and this is protect. We are asking to support the time-out and
asking not to let political pressure influence the decision, there needs to be really clear and informed

decisions. We know what oil can do to the ecosystems, we seen it with the Exxon Valdez. Thank you
very much.
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Public Comments ft’om: Shad’on Hanshaw, Executive Director for Costal Wome~ for Change:

~itoxL Mississippi

Michele Roberts: Hi my name is Michelle Roberts, and one my colleagues from Biloxi Mississippi, Sharon
Hanshaw, who was the executive director for Costal Women For Change, a member of the Steps

Coalition out of the Mississippi area, was not able to get here from Biloxi today and asked that I give her
testimony and share for the record. She asked that if you please I give her testimony and share for the

record:

"I Sharon Hanshaw give permission to Michelle Roberts to my testimony my name is Sharon Hanshaw

the executive director for Costal Women for Change, a member of the Steps Coalition, please take my
testimony and concerns for the folks in the Gulf region. In a city that is already battling poverty and a

legacy of severe hurricanes, the BP Oil disaster could bring a different kind of disaster.

As the multi-million gallon BP oil gushes from the Gulf of Mexico, people in Biloxi Mississippi are worried

and have grave concerns about their lively hoods. While we are working to help communities prepare
for hurricane season, we being Costal Women For Change, the Steps Coalition, we are hit with another
disaster, we are trying to merge the two together, the BP Oil disaster along with hurricane season. Now

we have many locals that fear that they will no longer be able to earn a living from Gulf waters in a city
already batting poverty and the legacy of hurricane Katrina, this could be one uncertainty too many. I

estimate that at least 20 percent of people in my native of East Biloxi rely on fishing and shrimping to

support their families. Many more work in related industries including restaurants, ship building and the

city’s 11 seafood processing plants. Seafood is a way of survival for us.

Contrary to Gov. Barbour testimony this morning, there are many people still in harm’s way. Cultural

and language barriers also lend to a sense of exclusion and misinformation for certain populations, such

as the Vietnamese community, a majority of fisherman here. It is their lively hood, many Vietnamese
fishermen don’t have computers or internet access and key resources like the BP insurance claim phone
line. It does not provide Vietnamese translators. We also want to know how many members of the

Commission represent people of color. All people need to understand that the needs of the Gulf coast

are real. We need economic development in our communities to be able to survive.

We are under major attack. We must let our legislators know that we need to create non-traditional
sustainable jobs now. We know that oil is still here, contrary to what Gov. Barbour said, and that it is

dangerous for health and environment. That factor has already proven dangerous for our children who

have high rates of asthma and our senior population with respiratory problems. Our first priority should
be the vulnerable communities at risk let’s take a realistic approach to this. Thank you very much. I
would like to submit her copy for the record. Also, she said mental health issues are a big issue. Thank

you.
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I, Sharon Hanshaw, give permission to Michelle Roberts to my
testimony. My name is Sharon Hanshaw, ED of Coastal Women for Change, a
member of The Step’s Coalition.

Please take my testimony in concerns for folks in The Gulf Region.

In a city that is already battling poverty and a legacy of severe hurricanes, the BP
oil spill could bring a different kind of disaster.

As the multi-million gallon BP oil spill gushes from the Gulf of Mexico, people in
Biloxi MS are worried and concerns about their livelihood.

While we are working to help communities prepare for hurricane season, we’re
hit with another disaster.We’re trying to merge the two together the BP oil
disaster along with the hurricane season. Now we have many locals fear that they
no longer will be able to earn a living from Gulf WATERS. and in city already
battling poverty and the legacy of Hurricane Katrina, this could be one uncertainty
too many.

I estimate that at least 20% of people in my native East Biloxi rely on fishing and
shrimping to support their families. Many more work in related industries,
including restaurants, shipbuilding, and the city’s 11 seafood processing plants.
Seafood is a way of survjval for us.         ,

Cultural and language barriers also add to a sense of exclusion and
misinformation. The Vietnamese-American community is a majority of fisherman
here. It’s their livelihood, many Vietnamese fishermen don’t have computers or
internet access-and key resources like the BP Insurance claim phone line, doesn’t
provide Vietnamese translators.

people to neea to understand the needs of th~u~o~st are real. We need

economic development in our communities to be able to survive, we’re under
major attack. We must let our legislatures know we need to create non-
traditional jobs now.



¯ We know that the oil is still here and that is dangerous for health and
environment. That factor has already proven dangerous for our children
asthma, our senior respiratory problems.

¯ Our first priority should be the vulnerable communities that are at risk.

Let’s take a realistic look at this problem and become pro-active and not reactive
when the next disaster comes our way.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Overview
On September 8, 2010 at Dillard University in New Orleans, Louisiana, NAACP convened a meeting of the Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) in the five Gulf Coast states (Alabama, Louisiana, Florida, Mississippi, and Texas) to
discuss the engagement of HBCUs in planning and executing a research agenda on sustainability in the gulf region. The
meeting had four primary aims: ;[)Provide an opportunity for HBCUs to come together and determine priorities for our
communities regarding the Gulf oil disaster and sustainability in the Gulf, as well as draft strategies to advance those
priorities; 2) Provide a forum for HBCUs to learn about the various opportunities available to support their engagement in
addressing the gulf oil disaster and sustainability in the Gulf region; 3) Showcase to federal agencies and BP the assets and
capabilities of the HBCUs as potential partners; and 4) Explore options for combining complementary assets in creative
partnerships amongst HBCUs and with federal, state, and corporate partners to execute a Gulf region sustainability
research and policy agenda.

The 42 participants included representatives from 12 historically black colleges and universities, NAACP membership and

leadership, as well as representatives from Zion Travelers Baptist Church, the UoS. Environmental Protection Agency, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency, the National Institutes for Environmental Health Sciences, the United States

Coast Guard, BP, the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), BP, and the White House
Initiative on HBCUs.

Grounding Us in Community Realities

Consistent with the aim of grounding the research agenda in the communities it seeks to serve, these proceedings

commenced with a foundation in community perspectives. Reverend Tyrone Edwards, Pastor of Zion Travelers Baptist

Church in Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, spoke on behalf of the many community groups with whom he works. Reverend
Edwards painted the picture of communities yet to recover from Hurricane Katrina and now besieged with another disaster.

He described issues of distrust of BP and, to some degree, also federal agencies. For affected communities, these concerns

have plagued the response to the oil drilling disaster since the beginning. He spoke of the imperative for independent

research, conducted by trusted entities. Referencing the elevated death rates that have plagued the Hurricane Katrina
affected region, Reverend Edwards warned that if swift action is not taken on engaging in appropriate, community-

responsive, and effective research now, the scenario might be similar years down the line.

Charting an HBCU Gulf Research Agenda

The discussion on the HBCU vision for research in the Gulf region was framed using the following categories: Social
Sciences; Public Health, Environmental Science, Environmental Justice, and Environmental Law and Policy. NAFEO provided



Historically Black Colleges and Universities & the Research Agenda
on the Oil Drilling Disaster and Sustainability in the Gulf

8 September 2010

Dillard University--New Orleans, Louisiana

FULL REPORT

Greetings and Introductions

The HBCU convening began with greetings by Dr. Ernest Johnson, President of the Louisiana State Conference of the NAACP
and Jacqui Patterson, Director of Climate Justice, NAACP National Office. Dr. Marvalene Hughes, President of Dillard University

and Vice President Dr. Walter Strong then brought greetings on behalf of the university. Dr. Lezli Baskerville of the National
Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), as a partner in implementing the event through outreach to
NAFEO member institutions, brought greetings as well. Lenny Springs, NAACP National Board Member and official with the

Department of Education gave an overview of the state of funding for HBCUS and challenges with gaining support for the

critical work of these institutions.

II. Community Perspective, Grounding Us in the Realities--Reverend Tyrone Edwards, Zion Travelers Baptist Church

"My community is in Plaquemines Parish, which is where the Mississippi River and the Gulf of Mexico meet in
Southern Louisiana. We were devastated by Hurricane Katrina when it happened and we’re still devastated.

We reached the point where when we walk into a bank they assume we’re robbing it because we don’t have
any other reason to be in there. We have since built up homes and services with no government funding. We

don’t want to beg anyone for anything. Now we have this oil spill. What BP has done to our communities is
criminal. The fishermen are still pulling in traps with seafood that is polluted. Today BP put out an investigative
report giving themselves a clean bill of health. What do you expect when you put Dracula over a blood bank?

We need independent research. We don’t trust BP and, to be honest, we don’t really trust the federal
agencies either. BP has demonstrated it can’t be trusted. They can put 20 black people in their commercials
and it still won’t change the fact that what they’re saying is not true. From what we’ve seen from the federal

agencies they are often just siding with what BP is saying. When our experiences contradict what they’re
saying and they don’t have an explanation, the mistrust continues to build. That’s why we need the HBCUs to
be resourced to do this work. We trust you! Our communities trust you.

We need the research to start looking at issues we care about now. During Katrina the image a lot of people
remember most is people walking through the water with stuff on top of their heads. What folks didn’t think

about was the toxicity of that water that was inundated with dead bodies, backed up sewage, etc. Five years
later, where before Hurricane Katrina our death notices were only 1 page long, now the notices are 3 pages

long! No one is making the correlation. If we don’t do research now, 2 years from now things will be going on
that we can’t explain.

We need research by people we trust. Working with Dillard University and the Deep South Center for
Environmental Justice under the leadership of Dr. Beverly Wright, has radically changed how we’ve been

engaging in this disaster. We were struggling around the language, the process, etc. but the minute we
hooked up with Dr. Wright, things changed. Because of Dillard, Dr. Wright, and the Deep South Center, we’ve

been able to go to Washington and tell our own stories. If there’s ever a time we need HBCUs, it is now. There
is a lot of research to be done and we need the HBCUs to do it because we have history and relationship with

them and we trust them. We need to make sure that NAACP advocates for resources for the HBCUs and that
they receive it. We will sign, endorse, and support whatever it takes to ensure that the HBCUs are doing this

research."



III. Forming a Sustainability and Public Policy Research Agenda in the Gulf --Small Group Work

To begin to establish priorities for the HBCU research agenda the participant split up into five discussion groups according to
the following categories: Social Sciences; Public Health, Environmental Science, Environmental Justice, and Environmental Law

and Policy. Each group was asked to identify issues and research questions that the collaborative should explore in addition to
the selected five areas, as well as any missing categories.

Research Group Members Issues Research Suggested

Category Questions Additional
Categories

Social Sciences Sunny E. Ohia, Texas Mental health Is there a social Education/Training
Southern University science research

Trust
repository for Economy

Rubye Braye, Wu Li Turtle Cultural competency minorities regarding
Corp.

Existing repository of information the BP oil spill?

Carolyn Scantlebury, Pres. Linguistic connections What makes the
NAACP Houston, TX. impact of the BP oil

Demographics spill different on
Brittany Brown, NAACP ¯ Who are those affected? minorities than other¯ Where are they located?
Sharron Herron-Williams,

populations?
¯ What are the numbers of those most

Alabama State Univ. affected? What are the short
Possible long term effects

Leonard Springs, Dept. of and long term
¯ Increased unemployment

Ed. psycho-social
¯ Increased crime economic effects of

John P. Brown, White
Preliminary mental health assessments the BP oil spill on

House Initiative on HBCUs Available services to meet needs minorities?
Identify and recommend mitigating conditions

Felix Okojie, Jackson State Education What is the impact of

University, Jackson MS *:° Existing Repository the BP oil spill on
o:o What is the impact on the sustainable sustainable living

living environment of the community? environments for
(e.g., housing value, and schooling) minorities?

Economy
o:° Effect on the "shadow economy"
*:* Understand the system of living

Environmental Jullian Pugh, Tallahassee Economic disparities Education and Economic--

Justice Community College training of transition seafood industry,
Disaster training workers to new oil industry

Brian Rowland--TX occupations workers, hotel
NAACP Workers organizing tourism business

Where is the waste developed in the
Lewis Jennings, Florida Service delivery (culturally sensitive) going? Who is clean-up,
State Conference, NAACP affected? What are transitional

the environmental
Beverly Wright, impacts? Environmental
DSCEJ/DilIard University Degradation--

Contamination of
Mary Williams waste disposal,

seafood? Who is
DSCEJ/DilIard University coastal erosion

collecting data and
how? Health Issues--

unknown (uptake
Health impacts for of seafood)
dispersants? dispersants (never

used) long term
Who is impacted?

health effects,



What are the mental mental health
health impacts of the
oil spill? Innovations

Environmental Richard Gragg Florida Ecological Mapping Assessment of

Science A&M University economic, social
Microorganisms and human health

Richard Green, Alcorn impacts
State University Water Analysis

Cumulative and
Chris Zarba, EPA Effectiveness of Remediation Technologies

Longitudinal Risk
assessment and

Safloat H Shakur, Prairie Fate, Effect and Impacts of Dispersants
communication

View A&M University
Deep Water Use of Dispersants

Community
Rachel Cruthirds, Xavier

Outreach
University Integrated Synthesis Report

Long term
Irvin Osborne Lee, Prairie Workforce Development for Environmental

Ecological Mapping
View A&M Disaster

-Temporal

Adebayo Oyekan, Texas Sustainability Baseline

Southern
Grant

Louis J. Hall, MS Valley opportunities and

State review
participation

Vida A. Dennis, Alabama invitation
State University

Mamie Coats, Alabama
State University

Public Health Thomas E. Wiese, Ph. D, Direct Effects
Xavier University of LA ¯ Toxic Pollution

¯ Exposure Effects of the BP Oil Spill: Via
Cynthia Sonich-Mullin, Air, Soil, Water, Food (Fish)
National Homeland ¯ Oil, Dispersants, and Bi-Products
Security Research Center ¯ Exposure Effects to Workers and

Residents
Karen Bailey, Dillard

Indirect Effects
University ¯ Economic Dislocation - Loss of Jobs

Robert Bullard,
¯ Workers health and safety
¯

Environmental Justice Resources for green and sustainable

Research Center at Clark reconstruction and recovery

Atlanta University
¯ Risk Communication
¯ Community Education

Barbara Howard, ¯ Translational research
Tuskegee-Macon County ¯ Changing Behavior
NAACP ¯ Mental Health - Stress

¯ Resources and relief for subsistence
Wanda Battle, fishermen
Montgomery County ¯ Availability of Social Services
NAACP, AL Community Health Model

¯ Total community health as opposed to
medical model

¯ Effects Change in Diet
¯ Research to look at the cumulative

impact of a community already under
stress recovering from Katrina



¯ Community Health Center
¯ Community Survey
¯ Community-driven and community-

based participatory research model
¯ Medical monitorinl~

Trust Issue - the Message and the Messenger

Environmental Lezli Baskerville, NAFEO Recommendations from the Group:

Law and Policy
Musheer Robinson, 1) Focus on 3 federal laws:
NAACP o Miscellaneous Receipts Act

o Anti-Deficiency Act
Ernest Johnson, NAACP o Natural Resource Damage Assessment Act

Sam Coleman, EPA
2) Meet with Attorney General Eric Holder for four purposes:

¯ Provide notification that NAACP, et al, wants a percentage
of settlement funds to go to HBCUs.

¯ Request AG leadership in securing assessment dollars for
HBCUs to play central/leading role in natural resource
damage assessment.

¯ Move Government Ops Committee to hold an oversight
hearing that will lead to any amendments that may be

required to get funding to HBCUs and associations that are
directly linked to most underrepresented and most
adversely impacted communities

¯ Provide notification of the intent of NAACP et ~1 to move to

intervene in the BP case as a third party plaintiff (NAACP,
NAFEO, CBC Institute, NCBM, NBCSL, NBA, etc., with HBCU

Environmental Justice Centers, & HBCU Law Centers
shaping and advancing the issues of paramount concern to

HBCUs and their service communities).

IV. HBCU Assets and Capabilities--Dr. Lezli Baskerville, NAFEO

HBCUs are a tremendous and rich resource (representing 3% of colleges and universities) producing graduates who

are 32% of African Americans in STEM fields, 50% of African American teachers, and 60% of African American

doctors.

HBCUs are a ~10 billion per year industry with 188,000 employees, 350,000 enrolled students, and 5 million alumni.

In order to move the Gulf region from where it is now, to where it needs to be, the HBCU community must be

strategically involved. Renowned academic and research programs in environmental sciences and studies,
engineering, medical and public health sciences, and social sciences among the HBCU community warrant their

involvement in addressing the Gulf oil disaster and other sustainable communities and public policy issues.

NAFEO shared a book entitled The State of America’s Black Colleges, which details the programs of all HBCUs.



Partnership Discussions

V. FEDERAL RESEARCH INITIATIVES/ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Dr. Joseph "Chip" Hughes, National Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences

Dr. Hughes discussed NIEHS’ focus on protecting and training workers responding to the oil spill. They have been

training beach cleanup workers addressing environmental damage. Clark Atlanta University and Dillard University

have been included in their worker training and environmental justice programs.

On September 7th, NIEHS released an announcement on a request for applications for a Gulf Coast Research

Consortium from universities. Money will be available over the next year to establish a research presence in gulf.

They will also be looking at the 10,000 most exposed people in terms of oil spill cleanup mental and physical
impacts, as community based studies. NIEHS is trying to meet with different groups and universities to conduct

outreach. A partnership for environmental public health is underway as well.

Sam Coleman, Cindy Sonich-Mullin and Christopher Zarba--U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Cindy Sonich-Mullin is from the EPA Office of Research and Development, working in conjunction with the

Department of Homeland Security on research. Her goal has been to examine existing research and help the

emergency operation scientific team make informed decisions. EPA is beginning to move from response to long
term recovery. "The EPA wants to do the right thing and I’m here at this meeting to learn."

The EPA has a 60-day monitoring plan which will serve as a transition to a long term plan. The long term research

strateG=n/will examine health impacts, effects of by-products, where oil is going, risk communication, mental health,

and more. They will also look at how their research strategies compare to those of other federal agencies.

Research, both In-house and external, is being supported through RFAs being issued in the next 8 or 9 weeks. Two
million dollars has recently been dedicated to dispersant research. Additional funding will be available for

remediation using different technologies. Proposals on economic impacts on communities are accepted as well.

EPA acknowledged that information needs to be shared in a way people can understand and believe.

"Some of the things that the reverend said this morning are actually in our proposal," stated Christopher Zarba. He

promised to examine where there are overlaps from the HBCU convening discussion and possibly change the RFA

and include things deemed important by participants at the meeting.

They emphasized the competitiveness of the process and advised that universities should team up with others who
complement their stren~hs. To find the guidelines, interested groups should Google EPA/NCER. Everything is

online.

EPA also shared that two big things have been done with ongoing research and field work. Pre imposed impact

sampling is being done by EPA in near shore (defined as up to 3 miles from shore line). NOAA is doing the work

further out. Secondly regarding dispersants, much work is needed in the area of communication and advancing

understanding in the communities.

EPA’s involvement in use of dispersants is related to volume and frequency of use. No one thought this much

would be used. In the history of this work, there have only been one or two oil spill occurrences that have not been

controlled within the first 48 to 72 hours. Thus, the concept of using dispersants daily was not what EPA had been
doing. The pre approval process played itself out and, as the amounts grew, the situation was at the point where BP

tried the top kill activity. They knew something different needed to be done with dispersants. BP brought in the

best experts around the world on dispersant application and use. They were not good at communicating what was

happening. EPA put together a better approach to how the daily use was approved and documented it. This added
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a lot of confidence regarding where the dispersants were used and how. Plus, a paper trail now exists. Samples
have been taken and analyzed for toxicity. According to the EPA, dispersants and all of its components are more

toxic to aquatic life than humans.

Lt. Commander John Settle, US Coast Guard
The Coast Guard puts the fire out and has a narrow lane within which to work. The Coast Guard then hands the

reins to those with knowledge when response stops and the restoration stage begins. The emergency response is
winding down soon.

Dr. Charlie Henry, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency

Dr. Henry lives in Baton Rouge and was born and raised in Louisiana. He covers most of the Mississippi River, up to
St Louis. His role is Lead Science Advisor to the Coast Guard on all hazard response.

Dr. Henry shared that the story of the BP Oil Spill went from unfortunate to tragedy when the rig sank and the pipe

broke, starting the oil spill. It starts out as trying to make things less bad.

There was a decision to eject dispersants on the sea floor as a more efficient delivery system. The deep ocean has

not been studied well (about as much as the moon). Oil doesn’t act the same at 5,000 feet. The coastal zone has
been researched much more.

He further stated that over the last month, no hydrocarbons or any chemicals have been detected in the boom
area. A significant amount of oil is released by natural seeps. That does not make the oil spill less bad, but it may

mean that adaptation is less challenging. More samples need to be taken in order for the data to be stronger

statistically. Emergency response is not research. Much more monitoring must be done to protect public.

NOAA’s position is that in a response to the oil spill, the job is to protect the public and environment, and ensure

the protection of property. One challenge is that the tools used to respond were actually tools created shortly
before or after the Exxon Valdez spill, in the early nineties. The technology was outdated, particularly given that

they had never had this type of spill. Funding is great after spill, but then it tends to trickle off. Like with the Exxon

Valdez, undoubtedly there will be large amounts of funding after this spill.

Furthermore Dr. Henry pointed out that damage assessment is more research prone. Long term research is looking
back at things done in the beginning to look at what was good and bad, and what could be better.

Q&A, Comments, and Recommendations

1. QUESTION: For the ~;2 million grants, what would be the average size?

RESPONSE: ChristopherZarba- The range would be approximately ~200k to ~600ko The grants run for 3 years with a

possible one or two year extension with the potential for additional money, if available and warranted. A panel of
12-15 nationally recognized experts, unconnected to EPA, vet the proposals.

RECOMMENDATION: Put people that look like us on that panel. A lot of times proposals that come from the African

American community get dropped out. Individuals should have connectivity to the African American community
because if you don’t, it is going to be same ballgame.

RESPONSE: ChristopherZarba-There are a lot of people from this community on the review panel.

2. QUESTION: Can we submit names for the national review committee?

RESPONSE: ChristopherZarba- I will find out what I can do.
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RECOMMENDATION: -Everything goes to the big universities. Basically the reviewers would say we know these guys
will do it. Those from small universities are not recognized. There may need to be a tiered system.

RESPONSE: Christopher Zarba-I encourage people to team up, if you don’t have the expertise. For the RFA
requirements, optimize connections and lead with being uniquely able to tap into resources. We want to make sure
that the institutions within the area are getting resources. This is a test case. There is strong interest within the
al~ency to do what you all are saying.

COMMENT: EPA used to be lead in making sure communities and HBCUs were included. As a reviewer there is a

definite in the culture of the scientific community have their own rules and set of ideas. Hopkins, MIT, those are the

ones that make the decisions.

RESPONSE: ChristopherZarbu-We used to set aside money for HBCUs and that is not allowed now, as this was

changed by the Supreme Court.

COMMENT: This is a misconception that needs to be corrected. That’s not what that the law means. This

interpretation is being misapplied.

RECOMMENDATION: Vetting of reviewers should be done better.

QUESTION: How do you have continued transition from emergency response data to restoration and what is the
process to communicate the data to the community?

RESPONSE: Charlie Henry-It depends on different compartments. Marine transition goes to Natural Resource
Damage Assessment. It has to go through the public review process. Groups do research and see if something was

done wrong and if there is claim potential.

Issues such as seafood safety, has a cyclical effect on the community. The research piece is not done by those close

to the issues and the message is confused. Fish don’t complain. People do. Understanding what are real affects and

those that are fabricated is key. We need to get risk communication out to the public and get the public to respond.

COMMENT: Let’s not undermine some of the teachable moments from his presentation today. He did say that they
were going to take input from group to respond to the gaps in the RFAs. This means this group does have some

influence on the critical elements that EPA will be examining.

COMMENT: The review process is going to be very sensitive to collaborative efforts. We have a high probability of
success in collaborating. Collectively we can address these critical issues.

4. QUESTION: How do you verify different proposals?

RESPONSE: ChristopherZarba- There is an extensive vetting process and candidates must sign that they have no

conflict of interest.

COMMENT: I have sat through reviews and listened and they all have biases. We get even letters from Congress
promoting universities. But this process has been our firewall. It is not perfect, but it is the best tool that we have.

COMMENT: We can make it fair, but we also need to have good proposals. Some of us have competed and won.

COMMENT: We need to make sure our people accept the positions when they are called to be reviewers. We are so

busy sometimes.

COMMENT: We have colleagues that are not at HBCUs that are our friends. We have to make sure they also say yes.



VI. White House Initiative on Historically Black Colleges and Universities--John Brown
"Given my job, which is to build capacity of HBCUs, so far this has been a wonderful learning process."

John Brown’s Take-Aways:

c~ This meeting has been a tremendous resource.

o The meeting has highlighted the need for improved communication.

o We should explore how to leverage the resources of White House to support this effort.

o We request the list of attendees from this meeting so that we can conduct outreach.

c~ Discussions have revealed how much we don’t know re what’s going on in our communities.

c~ We recommend connecting with the Philander Smith Curriculum on social justice (Walter

Kimbrough).This could be a strategic and profitable relationship for moving forward.

VII. BP-- Paula Hubbard
Paula started out by stating that the initial intent of BP’s participation in this event is a little bit different than why

she was at the event. In talking with NAACP about the Gulf of Mexico research initiative, at the end of the day, she
discovered that BP is not far enough long to bring the desired level of detail and information. As she only had cliff

notes shared by the technologies, she stated that she probably would not be able to answer technology questions.

But she promised to get the answers and send subsequently.

BP interested in how we diversify university populations. Paula shared that she came prepared to provide a high
level overview of what is going on with the Gulf Research Initiative. BP has committed 500 million dollars for a 10

year research project. Forty million dollars of the 5500 million have already been awarded.

The five core areas for BP’s research priorities are as follows:

1. Physical distribution and ultimate fate of contaminants related to spill;
2. Chemical evolution and biological degradation of contaminants;

3. The impact of the contaminants on the Gulf of Mexico ecosystem;

4. Technology developments for offshore oil spills; and

5. Impacts on health.

There is an advisory council which will be responsible for making decisions around funding allocation. Governance

of the funds will be independent of BP. Members will be scientists and researchers and there appears to be no
diversity on the council. Paula asked question about how BP will ensure that there is diversity in the allocation of

funds. Diversity and inclusion is one of BP’s 4 priorities.

As soon as the consultation process is finalized, BP will be ready to announce. "As soon as we have the final process

for submitting proposals, Jacqui/NAACP will be one of my first phone calls." BP will be "more than happy to come
back and answer questions and give assistance where needed."

Q&A, Comments, and Recommendations

1. QUESTION: How is the organization giving the funds?

RESPONSE: Paula Hu61~ard- I am not really sure.

COMMENT: Before you came there was a lot of discussion about BP doing what’s right with our communities.
5500 million is a lot of money. I am a former banker and I count well. 540 million is already gone and I didn’t

hear about it going to one organization that represents our community or HBCUs. LSU and University of New
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Orleans don’t count. This community, NAACP and HBCUs need to send a strong message to BP that this is not
the right thing.

With your advisory committee that is going to control the funds, you’re indicating that there is no diversity.

That has to be corrected because if it doesn’t start there, it will not be corrected. That is something we need to

examine at the national level. I can tell you that from a NAACP perspective I’m going to be talking to our

National President immediately to follow up on this. Unless it starts there, we will look around and see the
other ~460 million gone and HBCUs will have nothing. I will strongly encourage Jacqui that there has to be some

more talk about this I am disappointed that we weren’t in a position to talk today.

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard- I have taken a note on it. I will have an answer by the end of the day on whether
there is diversity on the advisory panel..

COMMENT: I am so pleased with what I am hearing and seeing with HBCUs in this region. This is a good start,
but the real work will start after this. We must continue to collaborate, and continue to work and make sure
research dollars become available. That $2 million is small. The only way the schools are going to be successful
is to work together. John and I are here from DC and I’m going to go back to talk about what I heard today and
about how the schools are working together as partners.

There are a few things we have left, the black church and our HBCUs. Most HBCUs started in the church. BP
must be held accountable, but unless we work together collectively that will never happen. I know that NAACP

can play a major role in this moving forward. I hope you come back soon and have some of the decision makers
with you.

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard-I feel like all I’m saying is no. We are looking to find areas where we can partner.
Whether you believe me or not, when I presented to the person that owns the initiative we all agreed that this

could be a win for all. This is very important to me personally. There are number of us that are making sincere
efforts to make a change in the organization. We can’t do everything, but in those spaces where we find

opportunities, we will do what we can.

2. QUESTION: What role are the governors going to play in distribution?

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard- I don’t have the exact answer, the purpose of the consultations is not to involve the
governors in the allocation.

COMMENT: The $40 million that has already been dispersed was based on the consultations with the

governors, who made recommendations. A joint decision was made between BP and governors of the states.
There was a big meeting at LSU on this.

RECOMMENDATION: It is good to open for competition. If we can get at least some sensitivity to HBCUs, that
would be good. They should fund projects that are representative of impacted areas. If we focus on the 5

priority areas and how they affect minorities, we will be more effective.

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard-In terms of follow up, I have the questions that came out around the advisory board

and the diversity of it, the 540 million and how they were selected, the review panel and the diversity of that.

3. QUESTION: What you do you perceive as a barrier to the commitment to partner?

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard- We have go~ten many proposals and many of them have not fit where we are today
and where we think we’re going, or it’s something that we are already doing unbeknownst to all. We need

proposals that will benefit both sides. What we have to do is look at what are the two or 3 things that BP is
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VIII.

going to look at to commit to. We’re looking to go out and say "these are the 4 areas we are looking to

support."

4. QUESTION: When will you start receiving proposals?

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard-We are not far along enough yet to start receiving proposals.

COMMENT: You weren’t here to hear all of the information that we provided earlier. Everything centered
around the individual, even social science. If they are not far along in developing the funding guidelines,

perhaps they can include some of our ideas.

5. QUESTION: Is BP looking out for itself, or the people?

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard-It’s all about the community. It is not just us.

COMMENT: tf it’s about people, when you look at demographics I don’t see anything in what you talk about

being focused on the type of people that are affected. If you as company have not realized where some of your

emphasis needs to be, I begin to wonder if this is worthwhile.

6. QUESTION: Is there somewhere where you post all the proposals?

RESPONSE: Paula Hubbard-Generally for the proposals submitted, because we are not being specific in what BP

is committed to supporting, we are getting something about everything. We need to get more specific. Right

now we are spending a lot of time in minority schools.

HBCU Gulf Coast Sustainability Research and Public Policy Consortium--Robert Bullard, Clark Atlanta

University, Beverly Wright, Dillard University, Richard Gragg, Florida A&M University
Dr. Bullard started this presentation by making a compelling case with regard to the environmental justice

issues prevalent in the Gulf. He clearly illustrated the myriad areas where communities of color are being
disproportionately impacted by pollution/contamination showing slide after slide demonstrating elevated rates

of illness and poor quality of life resulting from disproportionate exposure to emissions from various plants in
the petro-chemical corridor that characterizes the Gulf region. He went on to show how funding streams do not

track with the level of impact which burdens some communities far more than others. Dr. Beverly Wright

followed and shared the unique contributions that HBCUs make in executing a research agenda that is built on

community relationships, engagement of most affected persons, and is sensitive to local contexts as a result.

She shared the "Communiversity," a community based participatory model which is a collaboration between
HBCUs, community members, civil rights/non-profit/legal organizations, environmental justice centers, and

others, to engage in research that combines community experience with academic knowledge and theories and

performs research in a non-threatening environment. Dr. Gragg wrapped up this presentation by sharing the
proposed foci and structure of the HBCU Research and Public Policy Consortium on Gulf Coast Sustainability.

The deliverables of the Consortium would include improved community resilience, generation of transferable

experiential knowledge in the areas of indicators of community and ecosystem health, geospatial analysis, and
integrated environmental decision tools.
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IX. Debriefing Comments
a. In terms of chronology preceding where we are today, NAACP called and pulled us together. Southern University,

Texas Southern University, Jackson State University, and Tuskegee University had already started a process of
developing a consortium. After we had the initial planning meeting for this convening, they agreed to expand that
original consortium. A core of institutions has been at the table during this planning process and had already started

working. Some of the people in this new core were not in the initial group/consortium.

b. The proposed structure of the consortium is to have a core group of institutions who are the strongest in terms of
capacity, resources and research. Additionally the consortium general membership would be eligible to team on
proposals. In this way there will be a manageable, focused core group that will be evaluated when external entities are

considering the merits of the consortium, and other member institutions will still be included, as warranted, in various

research initiatives.
c. We need the NAACP to push. When race is raised as a basis for a pattern of discrimination/exclusion, there is often

pushback. When the community sees NAACP lifting up their issues, they will join. We need to speak with one voice.
When that happens, communities will join.

d. Universities haven’t always been in the same place as communities, but this model will be centered in our

communities. Once you make the connection with communities, you have to be genuine and they will back you up all
the way. They need to be included.

e. We can’t settle for chicken dinners. If we experience X% of the impact, an argument needs to be made to justify that
the proportionate amount flows to our communities and institutions. "We have not because we ask not."

Agreed Conclusions

a. Trust is an issue as it relates to the research agenda in the Gulf. It is not just the message. It is the messenger. HBCUs

are uniquely positioned to mitigate this challenge.

b. Community participatory models are critical to the success and integration of sustainability and public policy research
in the Gulf region.

c. Human dimensions and impacts of the oil spill and other environmental and health threats in the Gulf region must be
addressed and serve as the objective and endpoint of the research agenda. Considerable shifting of emphasis and re-
prioritization are needed in the current and forthcoming research initiatives.

d. Most affected communities are missing from decision making forums and this must be remedied in order to have an

effective response, recovery, and restoration plan, as well as a long term sustainability plan. Inclusive review
panels/advisory boards/commissions specifically recognizing HBCU investigators must be established at all levels of

these processes.

e. Institutions holding the trust and respect of impacted communities (communities of color are among the most

impacted groups and underrepresented at the decision making forums) must be prominently engaged in developing
and executing the Gulf research agenda.

Next Steps

a. We will put together a statement with recommendations engage directly with the BP advisory committee.
i. A top recommendation will be that the RFP change its fifth priority area to "human dimensions in health"-

not just "health."

b. We will ensure that the BP Advisory board and EPA review panel have persons representing our communities.

c. We will ensure that a letter is sent from President Benjamin Jealous advocating for diversity on the BP advisory
board/review panel, and altering the language/focus in the RFP to reflect human dimensions in public health.

d. We will increase youth involvement in the HBCU initiative as a priority, following the principle of engagement of the
most affected communities and persons.

e. We will request that the White House Initiative on HBCUs help move other agencies to work with HBCUs.
f. NAACP will send a letter to the Presidents of Prairie View, Alabama State, Xavier, and Alcorn requesting that they

appoint representatives to be engaged in the HBCU Consortium Planning Committee (HCPC).
g. NAACP will organize a debriefing call to plan next steps within two weeks.

h. NAACP will establish a listserv for the HCPC.
i. NAACP will set up a minimum monthly telecom for the HCPC.
j. NAACP will establish an online "Blackboard" for ease of sharing documents among HCPC members.
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This rich and fruitful meeting and report would not have been possible without the partnership of several notable people and organizations
we would like to acknowledge and thank. First, Dr. Beverly Wright, Dr. Robert Bullard, Dr. Richard Gragg, Dr. Adebayo Oyekan have worked
with us since this was a mere kernel of an idea. They were immediately responsive to our call for collaborators and worked from the
beginning on fleshing out the idea, the agenda, and collaborated with us to decide who needed to be in the room. Special thanks go to Dr.
Beverly Wright, Celeste Cooper, and Mary Williams of the Deep South Center for Environmental Justice for hosting our planning meeting, as
well as working with us on the logistics of hosting this meeting. We warmly thank Dr. Marvalene Hughes, Dr. Walter Strong and Dillard
University for bringing greetings and hosting the HBCU Convening in their lovely state of the art facility on their historic campus which has
produced so many of the thought leaders who grace our communities and society today. Meta Williams Esq. and Dr. Lezli Baskerville of the
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education partnered with us on outreach and we are deeply appreciative of this. Meta
Williams Esq, further joined Dr. Leslie Fields of Howard University and the Sierra Club, Dr. Samuel Washington and Dr. Michael Stubblefield
of Southern University as well as Samuel Coleman of EPA as we convened our strategy/planning meeting with the core organizing team listed
above in advance of the September 8th gathering and we were gratified by their engagement. Sam Coleman further assisted us in
identification and outreach with the participating federal agencies and we thank him. Though he is one of our own, serving on our National
Board, we thank Lenny Springs who also worked with us in his capacity with the Department of Education, as he helped us with
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Dr. Steve Murawski, Jacqueline Rousseau, and Gall Adams who all worked with us behind the scenes in ensuring that representatives from
the federal agencies were there to share the information we sought on research initiatives underway in the Gulf. Our warm and most
heartfelt gratitude goes to Reverend Tyrone Edwards who, representing the communities we seek to serve, blessed the proceedings with his
grounding perspective and statements. We thank our other guest speakers who enhanced the proceedings with their contributions to the
discourse, enabling us to better understand the landscape, the research initiatives, and the available resources, as we chart our course
forward--Dr. Charlie Henry of NOAA, Dr. Chip Hughes of NIEHS, Lt. Commander John Settle of the US Coast Guard, John Brown of the White
House Initiative on HBCUs, Paula Hubbard of BP, Cynthia Sonia-Mullich and Christopher Zarba of EPA and Dr. Larry Robinson of NOAA who
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this rich report with its research agenda planning ideas, critical agreed conclusions, and the establishment of the HBCU Gulf Coast Research
Consortium on Sustainability and Public Policy.
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Appendix A

8:30am

9:00am

9:10am

9:15 am

9:20am

9:30am

10:00am

ll:00am

ll:lSam

11:45am

12:00pm

12:05pro

12:lSpm

Continental Breakfast

Welcome

Greetings From Dillard University

Greetings From NAFEO

Overview of Meeting Purpose and Agenda

AGENDA

Grounding Us in the Realities--Community Recommendations

Group Work--Discussion of Issues and Priorities Related
to the Gulf Oil Drilling Disaster and Beyond
GROUPS: Social Sciences, Environmental Law and Policy,
Environmental Justice Sustainability, Environmental Sciences,
And Environmental Public Health

Dr. Ernest Johnson, NAACP

Dr. Marvalene Hughes, Dillard University

Dr. Lezli Baskerville, NAFEO

Jacqui Patterson, NAACP

BREAK

Reverend Tyrone Edwards/Byron Encalade

Report Back From Group Work

Challenges and Opportunities--Funding Issues for HBCUs

Facilitator, Jacqui Patterson

PARTNERSHIP DISCUSSIONS

Facilitator and Rapporteurs

Leonard Springs, NAACP/Dept of Ed

Welcome to Federal Agencies and BP Guests

HBCU Assets and Capabilities

Federal Research Initiatives/Enflagement Opportunities

l:lSpm LUNCH
White House Initiative on HBCUs

Dr. Ernest ]ohnson, NAACP

Dr. Lezli Baskerville, NAFEO

NOAA, EPA, NIEHS, Coast Guard

John P. Brown, WHIHBCUs

2:00pm Overview of Upcoming BP Financed RFP, indudin~t 5focal areas Paula Hubbard, BP

2:30pm Proposed HBCU Gulf Coast Sustainability Research Dr. Robert Bullard, Clark A tlanta University
--3:30pro And Public Policy Consortium--Plus Q&A Dr. Beverly Wright, Dillard University

Dr. Richard Gragg, Florida A&M University

3:30pm BREAK

3:45pm

4:15pm

Debrief from Discussions with Federal Agencies and BP
How do presented priorities mesh with our agenda?

Other Funding Sources/Partnership Opportunities

Facilitator, ]acqui Patterson

Brittany Brown, NAACP

4:30pm

5:30pm

5:50pm

Next Steps, Timelines, Commitments (Group Work~)

Report Backs

Closing/Adjournment

Facilitator, Jacqui Patterson

Facilitator and Rapporteurs

Dr. Ernest Johnson, NAACP
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Appendix B

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

1. Julie Andrews-Southern University at New Orleans

2. Karen Bailey-Dillard University

3. Lezli Baskerville-NAFEO
4. Wanda H. Battle-Alabama NAACP
5. Rubye Braye- W U LI Turtle Corp

6. Brittany Brown, NAACP Headquarters

7. John P. Brown- White House Initiative on HBCUs
8. Robert Bullard- Clark Atlanta University

9. Mamie Coats-Alabama State University
10. Sam Coleman- US EPA
11. Marcus Cook- BioJam

12. Rachel Cruthirds- Xavier University of Louisiana

13. Vida Dennis-Alabama State University
14. Richard Gragg- Florida A&M University

15. Richard Green- Alcorn State University

16. Louis J. Hall-Mississippi Valley State University
17. Charlie Henw, NOAA
18. Sharron Heron-Williams- Alabama State University

19. Barbara Howard- Alabama NAACP
20. Paula Hubbard--BP
21. Joseph "Chip" Hughes, NIEHS

22. Marvalene Hughes, Dillard University

23. Lewis Jennings- Florida NAACP

24. Artra "Abraham" McNeill II- Dillard University

25. Sunny E. Ohia- Texas Southern University
26. Felix Okojie, Jackson State University
27. Irvin Osborne-Lee- Prairie View A&M University

28. Adebayo Oyekan-Texas Southern University
29. Jacqui Patterson--NAACP Headquarters
30. Jullian Pugh--Tallahassee Community College

31. Musheer Robinson- Louisiana NAACP
32, Brian Rowland- Texas NAACP
33. Carolyn Scantlebuw- Houston NAACP

34. John Settle--US Coast Guard
35. Safwat Shakir- Prairie View A&M University
36. Benard Simelton-Alabama NAACP
37. Cynthia Sonich-Mullin-US EPA/ORD
38. Lenny Springs- NAACP/Department of Education

39. Walter Strong--Dillard University
40. Thomas Wiese- Xavier University of Louisiana

41. Man/Williams- Dillard University

42. Beverly Wright- Dillard University

43. Christopher Zarba- US EPA/Research
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APPENDIX C

Sampling of Relevant HBCU Departments in the Gulf Region
Partially Extracted from NAFEO HBCU Inventory

Research Programs Historically Black Colleges and Universities

Environmental Studies

Aquatic Sciences

Engineering

Public Health

Social Work

Nursing

~ Alabama State University
)~ Alcorn University

)~ Dillard University
)~ Florida A&M University

)~ Mississippi Valley

)~ Prairie ViewA&M University
)~ Southern University
)~ Texas Southern University

)~ Xavier University

)~ Florida A&M University
)~ Prairie View
)~ Xavier
)~ Alabama A & M University
)~ Florida A & M/Florida State University
)~ Prairie View A & M University
)~ Southern University
)~ Texas Southern University
~ Tuskegee University
÷:o Florida A&M University
o:o Jackson State University
o:° Alabama A&M University
o:o Bethune-Cookman University
o:o Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
°~÷ Grambling State University
4° Huston-Tillotson University
o:" Miles College
¯ :" Oakwood College
¯ :" Prairie ViewA&M University
¯ :- Southern University and A&M College
o:o Southern University at New Orleans
o:. Southern University at Shreveport
¯ :o Texas Southern University
~ Alcorn State University
:~ Bethune-Cookman University
~ Bishop State Community College
~ Dillard University
)~ Florida A&M
~ GramblingState University
)~ J.F. Drake State Technical College
~ Oakwood Collel~e
~ Prairie View A&M University
)~ Southern University and A&M Collel~e
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For More Information

NAACP Climate Justice Initiative

Jacqueline Patterson, Director

410-580-5786

jpatterson@naacpnet.org
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Protecting nature. Preserving life:’ News Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Sandra Rodriguez
703-841-4227, srodriguez@tnc.org

Immediate Efforts Needed to Reverse Decades of Decline to Restore the Gulf

ARLINGTON, VA -- September 28, 2010 -- Testifying today at the 3~d meeting of the National Commission on
the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling, The Nature Conservancy called for key actions that can
be undertaken immediately to restore the Gulf’s health and productivity, xvhich directly impacts the lives and
livelihoods of 24 million Americans from Florida to Texas, ~vho rely on a healthy and vibrant Gulf of Mexico.

"The fnture of the Gulf of Mexico is at stake," said Brian McPeek, North American Regional Managing Director
testifying on behalf of the Conservancy. "The Gulf tragedy has made it painfully clear just how closely linked
healthy and vibrant human communities are to a healthy and resilient environment."

Drawing on recommendations from the Conservancy’s "Gulf 20/20" report, McPeek noted that because of decades
of degradation in the Gulf, merely cleaning up the spill ~vill not be enough to save it and all the benefits -- food,
habitat, livelihoods, recreation, shelter -- it provides. He outlined key actions that can begin to reverse the long
years of damage and restore the natural infrastructure -- the bays and estnaries, the rivers, coastal forests and
reefs -- that is the foundation of all life in the Gulf.

"We don’t have to start over - a ne\v approach can be built on efforts that are working at the local, state and regional
level," said McPeek. "What is needed is a nmv, more acconntable system of prioritization, coordination and
leadership to trnly advance long-term restoration in the Gnlf of Mexico."

The Conservancy emphasizes that it ~vill be important to expand and accelerate conser~ adon and rcslorafion work
on areas that were spared from the oil. Restoration planning and activities must include these places as well. Bays
and estuaries ~vith clean ~vater, hcald~v oyster reefs and seagrass beds will be important lifelines for other parts of
the Gnlf as it strnggles to heal itself from the oil.

The following are several of the recommendations offered by the Conservancy to the Commission:

¯ Establish a "Gulf of Mexico Restoration Task Force" to create the agenda and coordinate the
implementation of the many environmental restoration and protection programs being carried out by federal
agencies, state and local governments, and organizations in the private sector.

¯ Invest most of the Clean Water Act Fines from the BP DeeDvater Horizon spill in long term Gulf of
Mexico restoration; use the remainder of the fine money to establish a permanent trust fund for the Gnlf of
Mexico.

¯ Begin, expand and accelerate restoration in key bays, estuaries and rivers considered critical to the Gulf’s
snrvival. Restoring estuaries helps to replenish damaged fisheries, putting fishermen back to work.
Investments in a fraction of these %o o "reorets places can serve as model demonstration sites to restore
reefs, rebuild marshes and protect commnnities from storms and sea-level rise.

¯ Invest in science and long-term monitoring and research to ensnre that all of the restoration planned and
completed add np to meaningful improvements in ecological functioning at a Gulf-~vide scale.



TNC testimony to Oil Spill Commission / 2

¯ Establish an Ocean Trust Ftmd and provide full funding of the l~and and Waler (’onse~valion Fund, which
by statnte is already supported by Onter Continental Shelf revennes.

To dmvnload the Conservancy’s fl~ll testimony and recommendations to the National Commission on the BP
Deepwater Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling, visit nature.org/gulf.

The Nature Conservancy is a leading conservation organization working around the world to protect ecologically
important lands and waters for nature and people. To date, the Conservancy and its more than one million members
lmve been responsible for the protection of more than 18 million acres in the United States and have helped preserve
more than 117 million acres in Latin America, the Caribbean, Asia and the Pacific. Visit The Nature Conservancy
on the Web at ~ xvw.nature.o~e.



Our Land, Our Water, Our Heritage
AMERICA DEPENDS ON THE LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND

Healthy land. Clean water. These basic necessities of life are more and more at risk due
to population growth, development, climate change and pollution. Ensuring our health,
and that of future generations, now depends on how well we protect our natural world.

We can help save America’s land, water
and our quality of life with legislation
that guarantees permanent funding for
the Land and Water Conservation Fund.

This program helps protect some of
America’s most important natural areas:

¯ National parks and forests
¯ Land by rivers, lakes and oceans
¯ Working farms and ranches
¯ Fish and wildlife refuges
¯ Neighborhood parks

The impacts of the program support:
¯ Clean water supplies
¯ Jobs and local economies
¯ Fire-fighting cost reduction
¯ Our common heritage of natural

areas for wildlife, recreation and
enjoying nature

The Land and Water Conservation Fund protects land and water for nature and people.
Money from the program also has a positive impact on the economy. More than 500
million people visit national parks and monuments, wildlife refuges, and recreational
sites each year, helping local economies. Outdoor recreation provides millions of jobs
and contributes $730 billion annually to the U.S. economy. Above: A cattle ranch in the
Rocky Mountain Front Conservation Area in Montana © Jeff Van Tine
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The Land and Water Conservation Fund’s goal is
to balance the loss of one natural resource -off-
shore oil and gas - by using a portion of drilling
fees to protect important land and water elsewhere.
But despite an increase in energy production,
funding for land and water protection has been
low and unpredictable. The program is authorized
to receive a small percentage of offshore oil and
gas fee revenue - up to $9o0 million a year - but
most of these funds have been diverted else,vhere.
With America losing 3 million acres of land to
development each year, it is now critical that we
guarantee permanent funding for the Land and
Water Conservation Fund.

In 2009, the Department of the Interior collected $5 billion
from offshore energy production, but only 5180 million,
or about three percent of: that revenue, was set aside to
protect America’s land and water,



Hells Canyon National Recreation Area along the
Oregon-Idaho border ~,~3 Rick McEwan

Americans strongly support protecting our land and water:
¯More than 80 percent of the public supports using funds

fS"om oil and gas fees to help preserve our natural areas.’
¯More than three-quarters of voters believe we can continue

to protect the environment while strengthening the economy.-’
¯Voters strongly support public investments in conservation.

Over the past decade, voters have passed state,vide and local
open space ballot measures at an overall ,:ate olc 7~ percent.~

EVERY STATE DEPENDS ON THE I, AND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND

From the Grand Canyon National Park to the Appalachian
National Scenic Trail, the Land and Water Conservation Fund
has helped protect some of America’s most treasured places.
Over the past four decades, it has provided more than $13 billion
for land and xvater protection across every state and several of
the territories.

If permanently funded at the authorized level of $9oo million
a year, this program will help ensure our quality of life, from
the water we drink to our enjoyment of the great outdoors.
The Nature Conservancy strongly supports legislation for this
full and permanent funding, including the Land and Water
Reauthorization and Funding Act of 2009 (S. 2747) and the
Consolidated Land, Energy, and Aquatic Resources Act of
2009 04.R. 3534).

VALUE OF THE FUND
¯ Protection of America’s most treasured natural places

benefits our national heritage and the livelihoods of our
children and grandchildren

¯ Protection of water the old-fashioned way through
watershed, forest and wetland conservation is the most cost-
effective way to ensure clean and adequate water supplies

¯ Visitor-driven business is important to local communities
surrounding national parks and other public lands

¯ Hunting and fishing have become an economic building block
in our national economy generating more than 1.6 million
jobs and more than $76 billion in sportsmen-related activities,
according to the Congressional Sportsmen Foundation

¯ Wildlife-related recreation generates $122 billion annually,
according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Pine Brooks Falls, Salmon River, in the Silvio O. Conte
National Fish and Wildlife Refuge in Connecticut
~¢; Alden Warner

For more information, contact:
Tom Cassidy
Director of Federal Land Programs
(703) 841-4527
tcassidy@tnc.org

Lake Research ParOlers, 2009
Nature Conservancy poll, FM3 and Public Opinion Strategies, 20o9
Tbe Trust t-or Public Land, LandVote.org Database, www.landvote.org
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The Nature Conservancy is a leading conservation organization working around the world to
protect ecologically important lands and waters for nature and people, www.nature.org
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Contact: Sandra Rodriguez

703-841-4227, srodriguez@tnc.org

Statement from Mark Tercek, President and CEO of The Nature Conservancy, on the Mabus report
to President Obama

ARLINGTON, VA - September 28, 2010 - The following is a statement fi’om Mark Tercek, President and
CEO of The Nature Conservancy, in response to the Mabus report released today titled, "America’s Gulf
Coast: A Long Term Recovery Plan After The Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. "

"The Nature Conservancy strongly supports the Gulf Coast recovery plan outlined in the Mabus report. With
the release of this report, our nation has the opportunity to take a positive step toward a sustainable future for
the people and natural syste~ns in the Gulf of Mexico.

The Gulf of Mexico is one of the few places on Earth where the health of the environment is so obviously
linked to the health of the economy and community on such a vast scale. Its citizens know this. In a soon-to-
be-released poll conducted by a coalition of Gulf-wide environmental, business, and social justice groups, it
is clear that coastal restoration is a high priority for the region - nearly three-fourths of Gulf Coast voters say
they would be more likely to vote for federal legislators if they support funding for Gulf Coast restoration.

The Deepwater Horizon spill-- the largest offshore oil spill in U.S. history--has refocused the nation’s
attention on one of the most important and productive ecosystems on Earth. The lives and livelihoods of 24
million Americans living along this coast are linked to the health, resilience and sustainability of the plants,
animals and natural communities that share this geography. The economy of the United States as a whole is
tightly linked to the energy, shipping and other industries that operate in the Gulf region.

BP will be held accountable for the full cost of the damages associated with the spill, but given what’s at
stake, the nation’s response must go well beyond cleaning up the spill. Coming on top of decades of
degradation, merely cleaning up the effects of the spill will not be enough to restore all of the benefits the
Gulf should be providing for the people of the region and our country. We need a bold vision and a robust
long-term effort to protect and restore ecosystems across all five states, fi’om Texas to Florida. No’single
entity or agency at any level of government can successfully resolve the complex and pressing issues facing
the Gulf of Mexico, and we all have a role to play in restoring the region.

With the release of the Mabus report today, we can move fl’om responding to a crisis to restoring the Gulf’s
diverse ecosystems. While the full impact of the spill will not be known for some time, we can start recovery
now with dedicated investment and accountable leadership grounded in collaboration with state and local
partners. The goal should be no less than complete restoration of the bounty of the Gulf of Mexico - from its
bays and estuaries to its marshes, seagrasses, fish, mangroves, coral reefs, and other plants and animals that
make it one of the most biologically important and prodnctive places on Earth."
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Gulf 20/20: The Case for Long-Term Restoration
The Deepwater Horizon blowout has now become the largest

offshore oil spill in US history. With the loss of the 11 men killed in

the explosion and the ongoing loss of livelihoods for thousands of

Gulf Coast residents, this disaster shows with painful clarity how

environmental disaster is also human tragedy.

Oil slicking the surface of the Gulf. ~ Bridget Besaw

On the cover (top to bottom): Aerial of the
Mississippi River delta and river channel below
New Orleans, Looisiana. Ma~h grasslands
and coastal forest exist on a landscape built
troll] thousands of years of silt carded from
the midwest and great plains into the Gulf of
Mexico. ~ Bridget Besaw, With less than 400
ill existeace, whoopiug cranes migrate to the
Texas coast eve6’ year. ¢ Kendal Larson; Mel
Land~, Public Iovoh,ement coordinator for
BTNEP, adjusts yellow oil containment booms
that lay along an artificial oyster reef near the
coast of Grand Isle on the Louisiaoa Gulf Coast.
~, Bridget Besaw

Coming on top of decades of degradation, merely cleaning up the effects of
the spill will not be enough to save the Gulf and all the benefits--food, lives
and livelihoods, shelter from storms--it provides for the plants, animals and
people of the Gulf, as well as the nation. This is a pivotal moment and people
are asking stark and sobering questions, "What will the Gulf be like next
year? Vv’hat will it be like in five years or ~o? Or even 2o? "vVhat will the Gulf
be like when present generations pass it to our children and our grandchil-
dren?" Will we leave a legacy of abundance or a history of devastation? Right
now, we have a choice.

BP must be held accountable for the full cost and extent of damages associ-
ated with the effects of the spill. But given what’s at stake, the nation’s
response must go well beyond cleaning up the current mess to restoring the
Gulf’s resilience and health in all areas--social, economic and environmental.

The decisions made over the next several months will echo--for good or for
bad--far into the future.

While the magnitude of the disaster is still unfolding, one thing is clear--the
long history of decline in the Gulf of Mexico must be reversed and restora-
tion must occur at a scale that is beyond what has previously been accom-
plished. Business as usual will not be enough and the people of the Gulf and
the nation must realize that healthy Gulf habitats are the foundation of a
robust and diverse economy.



To change the future and avoid the obstacles of the past,
¯ ve all--state and federal governments, NGOs, oil and gas,
tourism, communities, and all of those who value and rely on
the Gulf--must come together around a truly comprehensive
plan to re-imagine, revitalize and restore it.

A! more than 13 billion i)olinds of
aliiiual seafood proctuction t,vNh

a dockside value of $661 mi!lir~n,
the Gulf of D!le;<ico produces

more fi~l-ish, shrimp ai~d sheNfish
t!~an the entire U.S. Atlan|ic

seaboard fisheiies combil~ed.

More tlmn 24 millio~ recreational
fishing 1-ios--28 i)erceltt (:1 the US

total wele taken ill 2008 alone

Toc!iiSill {lllcl recreation, liiticl] of
which is I-elaled to h~;~lthy Gulf

beaches aild waters, provides
more t!-~an 600,000 jobs and
$9 billioil in wages annttalty.

Half of [he [ladon’s domestic
oil and gas is pioduced in
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A Place Like No Other
The Gulf of Mexico is one of the few places on Earth where the health of the
environment is so obviously linked to the health of the economy and com-
munity on such a vast scale. In the Gulf, clean and healthy marshes, beaches,
and bays mean abundant fisheries, protection from storm surge and hurri-
canes, and a vibrant tourism economy. Vital commerce and indust,T and rich
coastal and marine ecosystems have coexisted for generations in the Gulf.
The economy of the United States as a whole is tightly linked to the energy,
shipping and other industries that operate here.

However, decades of damage affect the Gulf’s ability to support these needs
and the needs of wildlife. The effects of the Gulf oil spill have now added
urgency to a problem that was already ingrained, and directly impacts the lives
and livelihoods of 24 million Americans from Florida to Texas who rely on a
healthy and resilient Gulf of Mexico.

Over the last 90 years, the Gulf and the natural systems that support it
have changed dramatically. Rivers have been altered by levees and dams
that restrict fresh water and sediments needed for healthy coastal wetlands;
coastal prairies and forests have been developed and fragmented, dredging
and overhalwesting are harming shellfish beds, and coral reefs and sea grass
beds have been severely damaged.

Oystermen tonging in Apalachicola Bay. Florida, ~ Richard Bickel
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As a result, millions of acres ofmarshland and other habitats have been lost,
fisheries and shellfish stocks have lost productivity, dozens of species have
become threatened or endangered, and the resiliency of these systems in the
face of natural or man-made disturbances has been compromised.

There are still areas in the Gulf that have remained untouched by oil, and in
addition to meeting the immediate needs of oiled wildlife, it will be increas-
ingly important to continue, expand and accelerate conservation and restora-
tion work on areas that have so far been spared. Once the full impact of the
oil spill is fully realized in other areas of the Gulf, restoration planning and
action will need to include those places as well.

Restoration work must continue as quicHy and at as a broad a scale as pos-
sible. At the end of the day, every animal--every sea turtle or pelican, every
juvenile shrimp or blue crab--needs a safe, healthy refuge.

Brown Pelicans on Shamrock Island off the Texas coast. ~ Efika Nortemann/TNC

The Three-Strand Restoration Strategy
It’s time to look beyond slmving the damage to the Gulf. We must reverse
it and restore the Gulf’s resilience by restoring the sources of its strength,
health and productivity. It will not be easy or quick, but it can and must be
done. The three key actions we must take to reverse the tide of degradation
and restore the Gulf are very clear. Like strands in a rope, each action is
reinforced, strengthened and bound by the others.



Bayou Heron at Grand Bay National Wikllife Refuge in Mississippi. ~) Lynda Richardson Kemp’s ridley sea tur[le hatchling. ¢ Erika NortemannffNC
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First--Restore Key Bays and £stuaries

The bounty of the Gulf of Mexico begins in its bays and estuaries. These are
the natural foundations of the entire ecosystem and contain the marshes,
seagrasses, fish, mangroves, coral reefs, and other plants and animals that
make the Gulf one of the most important and productive places on Earth.
Experts can point to key bays, estuaries and rivers that contribute to the
Gulf’s health (see attachment).

Investments in even a fraction of these places can serve as Model Demon-
stration Sites for implementing restoration with long-term impacts. Restor-
ing estuaries helps to replenish damaged fisheries, putting fishermen back to
work and ensuring a future for the next generation of fishermen.

Rivers are the lifeblood of the Gulf’s marshes and other coastal
habitats. Restoring coastal rivers flowing to key Gulf estuaries
provides the fresh water and sediments needed to rebuild marshes
while reducing the nutrient loads that create persistent dead zones
in the Gulf.

Restoring millions of acres of estuarine and coastal habitats such
as oyster reefs, seagrass beds, sand dunes, cord reefs, marshes and
migratory bird areas. These habitats are critical for re-building
Gulf fisheries and protecting Gulf communities from storms and
sea-level rise.



Second--Ensure oil and gas development is carried out in a safe and
sustainable manner

It is now evident that the response plan prepared by BP for the Deepwater
Horizon drilling platform was wholly inadequate. The nation should take
strong measures to ensure ongoing oil and gas development in the Gulf
minimizes harm to coastal and marine biodiversity and habitats. More than
5o,ooo wells have been drilled in the Gulf’s federal waters since 1947.

The Oil & Gas industry is tremendously important to the economy of
the Gulf of Mexico. In the past, many companies have given back to Gulf
Coast communities to support conservation. Going forward, a renewed and
expanded commitment by the oil and gas industry will be vital to restoring
the health of all the Gulf Coast Communities--plants, animals and people--
that share the resource.

Currently, the Gulf of Mexico has 7,000 active leases, 64 percent of which
are in deepwater. Energy development in the Gulf should minimize impacts
to important natural resources, be carried out in a safe and responsible man-
ner, and contribute to the long-term restoration of Gulf ecosystems. Specifi-
cally, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA) should be amended
in the following ways:

¯ Enact robust safety regulations to ensure energy and mineral
development does not harm coastal and marine environments.

Ensure future oil and gas leasing is guided by a comprehensive
regional marine plan that integrates and coordinates other marine
uses, including conservation of important marine habitat.

Ensure that revenue generated through oil and gas development
contributes to the conservation and restoration of Gulf ecosystems.

Aerial view of the extended marshland comprising the Mississippi delta, south of New Orleans, Louisiana :¢ Bridget Besaw



A diver glues cuttings of coral to cement blocks
in a water nursery near the Florida Keys in an
effort to reverse tile decline of coral in the Keys
’~, Ken Nedimyer

Global Coastal Resilience Assessrnen! Tool ¢~ The Nature Conservancy

Third--Invest in science and technology to inform decision-malting
and restoration plans for the Gulf of Mexico.

The full impact of the spill on the Gulf’s ecosystems will not be known for
some time, and significant study will be needed. Science tells us that a spill
of this magnitude would have profound effects on even the healthiest of
ecosystems, but the risks to Gulf coastal habitats are greatly magnified by the
decades of&gradation that preceded it.
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Fortunately, there is a rich history of research in the Gulf that shows us
where to start work. For decades, Gulf scientists have studied what has had
the greatest impact on Gulf habitats--rising sea levels, altered salinities,
habitat destruction, depleted oxygen. Restoration practitioners must rely on
this science--and the multitude of plans developed from it--to inform our
strategies as the agenda for Gulf-scale restoration is developed.

In the near term, we’re also going to need to turn to the vast body of study
on oil spill clean up in marine and estuarine systems to inform our restora-
tion practices and identify gaps in our knowledge. Many of our restoration
strategies will also rely heavily on the body of engineering science developed
around coastal restoration and the process of adaptive management to
perfect our implementation of these projects.

Even with the vast store of knowledge and expertise that exists in the Gulf,
there is need to expand a comprehensive science and research program that
spans the entire Gulf Currently, there is no comprehensive Gulf restoration
plan that encompasses the geography from Texas’to Florida, as well as the
open ocean.

Key pieces of a Gulf-wide restoration program are already captured in
existing plans for specific places, such as the Louisiana-Mississippi Roadmap
for Ecosystem Resilience and Sustainability, the Hypoxia Action Plan, and
various planning and science efforts related to the National Estuary System.



Florida Keys coral with diver. ~, Jiangang Luo

Accelerated and expanded research and scientific study will offer research
priorities for continued response to the oil spill, as well as comparisons
to the state of the Gulf today against historical time spans and the functions
of marine species and habitats like marshes, and oyster and coral reefs.
Using science to inform restoration planning and activities will ensure that
the scale and location of conservation investments will deliver maximum
benefits and least harm for Gulf habitats and the services they provide to
coastal communities.

Oysters for sale in Flodda ~’ Richard Bickel

Moving Beyond Reaction to Coordinated,
Meaningful Work
The current tragedy has given us perspective that should guide out" future
actions and direct how we invest in the future of the Gulf of Mexico. Gov-
ernments have written many plans for restoring pieces of the Gulf beginning
before Hurricane Katrina. Due to their lack of a comprehensive view and
adequate funding, these plans have only been a patch on the larger problem.
Patches aren’t enough. We can no longer afford to focus on short-term wins
at the expense of long-term success.

The breadth of our work must match the scale of the problem. The key to
success in the Gulf will be to coordinate across the Gulf, secure funding for
long-term restoration, and collectively focus on actions that provide the most
benefits. We need a robust long-term effort to protect and restore Gulf coastal
ecosystems, across 5 states from Texas to Florida that will combine to elevate
the Gulf to a level of health and resilience that it has not seen in decades.
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On-the-ground action is needed, and can begin by focusing on the following:

Build a Gulf of Mexico coalition representing government, local
communities, academic institutions, scientific leadership, NGOs,

oil and gas, and other private industry leadership to support a
vision for a sustained Gulf and to commit to working in concert to

carry out a roadmap to success. Many organizations, including The
Nature Conservancy, are already beginning to coordinate efforts in
the Gulf to begin the work of long-term Gulf restoration.

Meaningful restoration of the Gulf will require the leadership,
skills, coordination and resources of the public, private and NGO
sectors. The actions of government and BP alone will--at best--
return the Gulf to pre-oil spill conditions, but it will not be enough
to reverse decades of decline.

Dedicate funding to support long-term restoration--beyond
damages caused by the oil spill--to reverse decades of degradation
and neglect. Despite years ofconsmwation and restoration in the
Gulf, appropriations to fund this work have lagged far behind the
estimated need. Even before the oil spill, the cost of meaningful
restoration of the Gulf was estimated at $60o million per year for
2o years. It is important to understand that currently, BP restora-
tion funds can only be used for damages caused by the oil spill and
cannot be used to address pre-existing problems.

The Administration and Congress must hold BP accountable for
the full cost and extent of the damages resulting from the spill.
Decisions are being made in Congress and by the administration
right now that can create opportunities for much needed fund-
ing for long-term restoration in the Gulf of Mexico. These funds
should provide the resources to go beyond cleaning up the effects
of the spill and begin lor~g-term restoration of the Gulf of Mexico
and the way of life of those who depend on it.

Mangroves in West Content Key, Florida. ¢:, Jeff Ripple



Start restoration nmv in "no regrets" places. Science shows us where it’s

possible to start right now. Experts can point to key bays, estuaries and rivers
that contribute to the Gulf’s health. Investments in even a fraction of these

places can contribute to immediate recovery and demonstrate effective large~
scale restoration that focuses on restoring habitat and reestablishing natural
systems. A number of organizations from nonprofit, public and private

sectors have been working across the Gulf for many years in these places and
others around the Gulf to restore marshes, seagrasses, mangroves, coral reefs
and oysters.

Piping plover, e Billtacular/FlickrCC

Oyster restoration work ~c Nicole VickeryfrNC

Five case studies from each Gulf state can be used to illustrate how
large-scale restoration can be applied:

’Fhc Barataria Estuary, Loulsia,m The Delta of the Mississippi River,

,vhich includes the Barataria Estuary, is a 3-million~acre ecosystem contain~
ing extraordinary biodiversity. It provides habitat for an array of plant and

animal species, indnding 79 that are rare, threatened or endangered. It
contains 2~ percent of the world’s population of Piping Plover, 75 percent of

Mississippi and the Central Flyway’s wintering waterfowl. From the Delta
comes 34 percent of the nation’s oysters and one-third of its total fisheries.

Beginning in 1928, levees ~vere constructed along the Mississippi River
to prevent flooding and facilitate navigation, ending the natural process
of spring flooding that provides regular replenishment of sediments and
freshwater to the coast of Louisiana. In addition, thousands of miles of canals
were dug to support oil and gas exploration, allmving saltwater deep into the
Delta. These events, coupled with natural and man-induced subsidence, has
resulted in the rapid loss of marshes and the disappearance of Louisiana’s
coast at the rate of 25 square miles per year.

The most rapidly disappearing place on the continent, the Barataria Estuary
has also been one of the estuaries hardest hit by the oil spill. But Barataria
was struggling even before oil came ashore and made an already urgent situa-
tion more challenging.

Returning flesh water and sediment to the Delta has long been recognized as
key to restoring coastal wetlands and snstaining ~his ecosystem. It is also an

important step in helping the estuary recover from the losses caused by the
spill. Restoring key habitats, such as oyster reefs, will directly benefit the spe-

cies--both recreational and commercial--that are important to the economy
of the region.

Mississippi Sound, Mississippi: The Mississippi Sound represents the entire

Mississippi coastal area, and its health is critical to everything that happens
on the Coast. The Sound is set offffom the open Gulf by the pristine barrier

islands of Gulf Islands National Seashore, creating a large and highly produc-
tive brackish water estuary, home to important commercial and sport fisheries.

All Mississippi coastal rivers and bays empty into the Sound--each of these
bays are home to large expanses of productive salt mm’shes.



Oystermen tonging in Apalachicola Say.
Richard Bickel

Seagrass off the Texas Coast
~ Erika Noriemann/TNC

Like all North American coastal areas, Mississippi has undergone rapid
population grmvth, with the accompanying conversion of marshes, savannahs
and coastal forests to commercial and residential use. Habitat loss and deg-
radation has reduced marsh areas, damaged oyster reefs and seagrass habitats
and exposed Coast residents to increasing risk from tropical weather. The
newest challenge to the Mississippi Coast and all of its neighbors is the mas-
sive Deepwater Horizon oil spill.

Habitats critical to Mississippi Sound--seagrasses, coastal marshes, oyster
reefs--have already been identified and work is ongoing. The restoration of
the Mississippi Sonnd is the key to environmental, economic, and aesthetic
fitture of the Gulf Coast.

Apalachicola Bay, Florida: Located along Florida’s Panhandle, the
Apalachicola Bay is the ultimate destination of many of the South’s most
important rivers--rivers that supply drinking water, waste management,
hydropower, irrigation, and navigation to one of the fastest growing regions
of the nation. Given the high demand for the water that eventually flows
into the Apalachicola River, maintaining fresh water flow into the bay is an
ongoing challenge.

But without this water, the Apalachicola River basin would lose much of its
biodiversity and Apalachicola Bay would lose its productive oyster reefs, reefs
that supply approximately lo percent of the nation’s entire oyster hatwest
each year. However, most of the reefs in Apalachicola Bay are worked and
ha~wested within a short timeframe. Natural oyster reef structures are nearly
completely gone.

This is significant because natural oyster reefs are not flat, but rather have
significant three-dimensional structure provide important habitat for
numerous species offish and invertebrates. While it is important to maintain
the vibrant oyster fishery in Apalachicola Bay, the resilience of the fishery
as well as the health of the entire Bay would benefit greatly from expanded
restoration and protection of core natural oyster reefs.

MatagordaiSan Antonio Bays, Texas: The marshes, coastal prairies and
islands of the Matagorda and San Antonio Bays lie at the end of the Central
Flyway, one of four primary routes for migratory birds in North America.
And while the Gulf of Mexico is a very large system, its parts are connect-
ed-by ocean currents, by the annual migration of marine life and birds, and
by the economic, cultural and historical relationships among its communities.

And, increasingly, its parts are linked by common problems. The natural and
human communities around the Gulf face rising threats that include polluted
water, over-fishing, and loss of natural habitat, including marshes, oyster
reefs and seagrass.



The seagrasses that grow in the shallows of coastal bays and estuaries are
the foundation of life in the Gulf of Mexico. Undel~vater meadows of shoal-
grass, turtlegrass, manateegrass and other seagrasses protect water quality
and clarity, and serve as a nursery for the shrimp, shellfish and the sport fish
prized by anglers, including redfish, drum and sea trout. Yet, conservation-
ists, anglers and concerned citizens are becoming increasingly aware that
seagrasses are in decline.

,Over the past 20 years, studies show that shoalgrass, for example, has
decreased by 6o percent. At the same time, underwater areas that lack veg-
etation entirely have increased by nearly 3oo percent. The declining quantity
and quality of these seagrass habitats now represent a major threat to shrimp,
fish and other species depending on them. Ducks and other birds, sea turtles
and crabs need seagrass to thrive.

h lobile Bay, Alabama: Adding a distinctive notch to Alabama’s Gulf Coast
shoreline, Mobile Bay--with an average depth of lO feet--is one of the
shallowest bays of its kind. It is also the fourth largest estuary in the United
States and plays an important role in sheltering and nurturing many species,
including the finfish, shrimp and oysters, that are vital to Gulf communities.

Olle of throe oyster restoratiou projects in Ala-
bama, ReefBLK cages are being used
in Mobile Bay to create 750 linear meters of
breakwater reefs ,e: Jeff DeQuattro/TNC

Over the last decades, Mobile Bay has seen significant loss of marsh, seagrass
and oyster reef habitats through dredge-and-fill activities, sea walls and jet-
ties, erosion, storm events and other causes, thus offering one of the largest
potential areas for outright restoration, replacement and enhancement of
these lost habitats on the Northern Gulf Coast.

This type of habitat replacement/restoration has long-term benefits in help-
ing to improve on-going problems in Mobile Bay, from stormwater to the
"free-floating bottom sediment" issue to shoreline erosion. While the marsh
component is critical to rebuilding habitat for quick fish stock recovery, it
~vill also aid in stormwater remediation, including nitrogen capture. This
effort will also make the coastline more resilient to any impacts from hur-
ricanes, oil spills or climate change.

A Gulf-wide restoration program should seek to xvork with organizations
working in the Gulf to select such other "no regrets" sites that can have an
immediate impact while advancing the science needed to inform long-term
restoration plans.

In starting with the work we already know needs to happen, everything
benefits, Our coastal communities will be safer in the face ofiricreasing storms
and sea level rise; our fisheries will be more stable and productive, providing a
livelihood for generations to come; our wildlife will have nurseries and refuges;
and our tourism economy can continue to fuel the needs of local commttnities.

But restoration at this scale cannot be accomplished alone. The problem
is bigger than any one group or organization can solve independently, and
interests ranging from environmental to industry to community, must be
part of restoring the Gulf to health.



Padre Island National Seashore in Texas. ~ Erika Nortemann/TNC

The Future of the Gulf Depends on Us
Restoration is, like politics, the art of the possible. Restoring the Gulf of
Mexico, then, is not about turning back time, it’s about seeing a new way
forward. Over the last loo years, human activities both in the Gulf and in
upstream reaches, have altered the natural infrastructure of the Gulf--the
marshes and the oyster reefs, the seagrass beds, the mangroves, the barrier
islands and the nearshore environments. As these places have been degraded,
the overall health of the Gulf has suffered. The suffering shows itself in Dead
Zones in the Gulf, in declining fisheries and lost water quality, in disappear-
ing marshes and dying reefs.

In more technical terms, the Gulf has lost much of its resilience--it is no
longer robust and strong. It has lost the ability to absorb damage and recover
its health and now has many underlying health problems that magnify the
damage caused by natural and manmade disasters. The oil spill in the Gulf is
adding profound insult to what was already dire injury.

This is a moment of decision for the Gulf and the nation. The effects of the
BP spill on the communities and ecosystems of the Gulf are tragic and still
unfolding. But the crisis of the spill is bringing renewed focus on the need for
a new fi~ture for the Gulf of Mexico, one that begins to restore and reverse
decades of degradation and decline that have affected the region. The people
and the ecosystems of the Gulf are incredibly resilient, but they need our
help. We owe it to them to do everything we can to help restore this valuable
ecosystem for the benefit of the Gulf and the nation.
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